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Cryptographically Secure Shield for Security IPs
Protection

Xuan Thuy Ngo, Jean-Luc Danger, Sylvain Guilley, Tarik Graba, Yves Mathieu, Zakaria Najm, Shivam Bhasin

Abstract—Probing attacks are serious threats on integrated
circuits. Security products often include a protective layer called
shield that acts like a digital fence. In this article, we demonstrate
a new shield structure that is cryptographically secure. This
shield is based on the lightweight block cipher and independent
mesh lines to ensure the security against probing attacks of the
hardware located behind the shield. Such structure can be proven
secure against state-of-the-art invasive attacks. Then, we evaluate
the impact of active shield on the performance of security IPs as
PUF, TRNG, secure clock and AES using a set of fabricated
ASICs with 65 nm CMOS technology of STMicroelectronics.
Also, the impact of active shield on Side-Channel Attack (SCA)
is evaluated.

Index Terms—Hardware security, cryptographically secure
shield, lightweight block ciphers, Focused Ion Beam (FIB),
Physically Unclonable Function (PUF), True Random Number
Generators, Side Channel Analysis, probing attack, SoC, AES.

I. INTRODUCTION

A. Threats on Integrated Circuits

Nowadays, hardware trust and security play an important
role because integrated circuits (ICs) are present in many crit-
ical infrastructures for sensitive markets like finance, identity,
health, military affairs, etc. Many cryptographic intellectual
property blocks (IPs) are integrated to assure the security of
ICs. But, these cryptographic IPs can themselves be the target
of attacks. In the state-of-the-art, there are two categories of
attacks against IC security: non-invasive and invasive attacks.
In this paper, we focus on the invasive attacks which can be
performed either statically or dynamically.
• Static invasive attacks are attempts to modify/edit the cir-

cuit in a view to create malicious modifications allowing
stealing or leaking sensitive information. For example,
with a tool called Focused Ion Beam (FIB), attackers can
draw artificial pads that conduct directly into the inner
parts of the circuit, hence allowing the attacker to spy
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sensitive signals or secret data (such as keys). FIB attack
is performed at power off.

• Dynamic invasive attacks are attempts to penetrate inside
the circuit to read/monitor directly the sensitive data. For
example, using a probing station, attackers can read data
within the circuit, and in particular extract cryptographic
keys, hence breaking the IC security. This kind of attack
is performed at runtime, i.e when the circuit is powered
and clocked.

These attacks are serious threats on ICs hence counter-
measures are needed. A metallic shield is a protection aimed at
thwarting these attacks. It consists in a mesh of metal lines on
the top-most metal layer(s) of the IC, which prevents an adver-
sary from reading (and writing) via a probing attack. However,
with the progress in attack techniques, the shield protection
can still be bypassed if improperly designed. Actually, we can
classify the shields in two categories: either passive or active.
Passive shielding consists in an analogue integrity check of
the mesh. For instance, in [1], P. Laackmann and H. Taddiken
present an analog passive shield based on a analog transmitter,
an analog receiver, a drive and an evaluation device. The
shield is associated with a capacitive measurement method
to evaluate it. However, some alterations of the mesh can be
undetected, if they are small or surgically-accurate enough to
keep the mesh capacitance within acceptable bounds. Hence,
digital (active) shielding aims at mitigating this problem. It
consists in injecting random sequences of bits in the mesh,
and subsequently in checking whether they arrive unaltered
after their journey. An illustration is given in Figure 1. Such
structures exist for the protection of both devices (e.g., FIPS-
140 compliant security appliances [2]) and ICs. In this article,
we focus on lines meshes suitable for ICs, that use only one
metal layer, since they are really favored by the industry;
using more than one metal layer is considered prohibitively
expensive. Some ideas of architectures for active shields can
be found in references [3], [4], [5]. Let us call them shield
#1, #2 and #3. Shield #1 consists in sending a “predetermined
test data” into a small number of equipotentials in the shield.
Flylogic employees defeated this shield by identifying the
equipotentials1 in the mesh [7]: they found four of them,
which they shorted together in order to make an opening in the
shield, thanks to a FIB. Shields #2 and #3 consist in lines that

1Notice that the identification of equipotential lines in the circuit can
be achieved via a systematic test-and-trial pairwise probing of the mesh
lines. However, a more simple technique called “voltage contrast” [6] is able
to represent lines of different potential with different shades of gray. So,
equipotential lines are those lines that constantly (in time) share the same
color.
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(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 1. Some mesh structures of metallic shields for n = 8 lines

carry the successive values of a linear feedback shift register
(see shield #3 in Figure 1(a)). They are thus also easy to
bypass: the value of all the lines can be guessed by solving a
system of linear equations. So, in practice, these shields (and
in general all the active shields of the state-of-the-art) manage
to make probing attacks more difficult, but not impossible.
Recently, a new active shield structure (based on a maze,
called random active shield) has been proposed [8], [9]. This
method achieves intricate spaghetti routing of a dense mesh
of wires hence making the geometry of the shield difficult
to recognize. However, the large scale generation of such a
structure is admittedly complex (see Figure 1(b)). Moreover,
the solution [8] can require several topmost metal layers for the
creation of mesh wires: in a compact IC, this makes the routing
of the legacy hardware to be protected (below the shield) very
challenging. Last but not least, these articles do neither detail
the nature of the random numbers, nor the actual cost (i.e.,
area, power) of the solution.

B. Shield Structure Studied in This Paper

In this article, we present a new shield structure named
“cryptographically secure shield” that does not have the limi-
tations of the state-of-the-art:

1) It resists rerouting attacks by FIB because there are no
two identical lines: all the wires of the shield carry a
different information;

2) The data sent over the shield lines are unpredictable,
because they are the output of a (lightweight) block
cipher operated in chained block cipher (CBC) mode;

3) The layout of the mesh is trivial: it simply consists in
parallel lines, of minimal width and minimal spacing,
as depicted in Figure 1(c). The input/output ports of our
mesh are positioned with a regular spacing on two faces
(left and right), which eases their connection. Notice that
the term “mesh” is no longer suited for our shield, since
the lines are not entangled. Nevertheless, we keep this
term for consistency with previous structures.

4) Only the topmost metal layer is required.
Notice that all shield structures (including ours) protect only

the frontside of the circuit; backside shall be protected by other
means.

II. CRYPTOGRAPHICALLY SECURE SHIELD

A. Cryptographically Secure Shield Architecture

Our active shield consists of two parts, depicted in Figure 2:
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Fig. 2. Cryptographically secure shield structure

• Control (logic) part: which is composed of ALICE, BOB
and SHIELD INTERFACE. This part is placed (hence
protected) behind the shield mesh. It is used to generate
and check the random bits which will circulate through
the mesh. If the bits received by BOB are different
than those sent by ALICE then control part generates
an “alarm” signal.

• Shield mesh: which is composed of n lines on the
last metal layer. It is used as a communication channel
between ALICE and BOB, and achieves the anti-tamper
protection of the integrated circuit located below it. This
part is used to detect “remove-and-rewire” & “probing
through the mesh” attacks.

The principle of our shield is to check the integrity of
random bits sent by ALICE to BOB via the shield mesh. The
rationale of our shield relies on a simple on-chip unidirectional
encrypted communication through the mesh. The shield mesh
is made up of n > 128 lines; Thus, ALICE sends to BOB
its 128 bits through the first, second, etc. packet of 128 bit
lines (called R1, R2, etc. in Figure 2). Enable signals e 1,
e 2, etc. allow for such dispatching. If the exchanged 128
random bits match, we can deduce that the shield has probably
not been altered. The alarm signal (output of the comparator)
is kept is to low value “0”2. Indeed, an attacker can guess
the value of each line with 1/2 probability. However, after
m exchanges between ALICE and BOB, the probability of
an undetected attack is lowered to 1/2m, because the attacker
has no a priori information: he can at best make independent
guesses at random. So, within a short time span, any shield
opening or forging (i.e., rerouting) will be detected. Otherwise,
when the two 128 random bits sequences differ, the alarm
signal is asserted to “1”, to indicate that there is an integrity

2In practice, the alarm signal is a single point of failure hence must be
redunded adequately.
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problem with the shield lines.
This shield structure allows to detect invasive attacks using

FIB or probing stations. The shield is activated on two
occasions. Firstly, at chip boot, the shield allows to detect
static attacks (by FIB) and dynamic attacks such as “linear
memory dump” or “ spy of ROM decryption in RAM”. Indeed,
these attacks need to modify or remove the shield mesh in
order to penetrate inside the circuit. These modifications on the
shield mesh will violate the integrity of random bits exchanged
between ALICE and BOB hence activating the “alarm” signal.
Second, the shield can be also activated episodically, so as to
check whether an attack is performed at runtime. Alternatively,
the shield can be activated only if critical operations are
carried out where sensitive data need to be protected. Such
selective shield activation allows to achieve significant power
consumption savings.

B. Secure Operation of Shield
This section describes how to operate our active shield in a

security application. The sequence of steps is given below:
• 1st step: secure boot. Secure boot starts with builtin-

self test (BIST) of vital physical co-processors, such as
the True Random Numbers Generator (TRNG) used to
generate the key used by the cipher of the shield which
drives the mesh. Then integrity of the shield mesh is
checked by generating a sequence of bits on ALICE
registers (named R1, . . . , R5 in Figure 2) and verifying
their proper arrival at the corresponding registers of BOB.
After that, the shield control logic part is checked using
a scan-chain type of on-line test for example. At the
end of this first step, the physical integrity of the circuit
is guaranteed. In particular, attacks like reset forced at
active value and clock and/or voltage disconnection, are
detected right from the start, and the boot can stop dead.

• 2nd step: shield initialization. In this step the active
shield in initialized by seeding the lightweight cipher
with a fresh random key generated by the TRNG. In our
case study, we use SIMON block cipher with 128 bits
of plaintext and key inputs, but any other lightweight
block cipher would suit the need. Typically, the choice
for the key in our test circuit is done during an enrollment
phase (thanks to a privileged “set_key” command).
The shield is now ready to be run.

• 3rd step: IPs operation. When any critical IP (such as
PUF, cryptographic operations, etc.) needs to be operated,
the shield is activated. An example is the secure use of
PUF which delivers a key to decrypt the boot code.

• 4th step: shield deactivation. When critical application
operations are no longer required, the shield can be clock
gated hence reducing significantly its power consumption.

Obviously, secure boot shall be implemented carefully:
typically, the key generation for the lightweight block cipher
must be protected against corruption and the lightweight block
cipher itself must not leak through side-channels.

III. IMPACT OF THE SHIELD ON THE SOC
As discussed before, our shield is composed of two parts:

control logic and metallic mesh parts. Each part can more or

less impacted by other IPs of the circuit, especially the IPs
placed beneath the metallic mesh.

A. Shield Control Part Impact on SoC
The shield control comprises three sub-parts:
• ALICE block: composed only of registers and buffers, to

amplify the signals before they travel along the capacitive
(since long) lines of the mesh.

• BOB block: composed of buffers and one n bit→ 128 bit
multiplexer.

• SHIELD INTERFACE: composed of a 128 bit block ci-
pher, one 128 bit comparator, and a Finite-State Machine
(FSM). The role of the FSM is to handle the connection
with the CPU: the “shield”, seen as an IP, is a slave on
the system bus.

The size of the ALICE and BOB depend on the circuit
size while the SHIELD INTERFACE part remains unchanged.
For example the size of the active shield control logic, using
SIMON block cipher to protect a 650× 650 µm2 circuit with
STMicroelectronics 65 nm technology, is around 9% of the
circuit [10]. When the shield is activated, the control part,
which is an independant IP of circuit, has almost no impact
on the other IPs such as RAM, processors, etc. Nevertheless,
it can have an impact on some sensitive security IPs such
as PUF and TRNG because their functions are based on
the relative delay between signals which are renown to be
very sensitive to noise. Nonetheless, a proper power planning
clearly ensures a stable energy supply for these IPs, hence no
malfunction is expected. However, the shield mesh can have
a larger quantitative impact on the SoC.

B. Shield Mesh Impact on SoC
As described in Figure 2, the mesh is comprised of n lines

on the last metal layer. These lines pass over the circuit on
the top-most metal layer hence having some impact on the
physical behavior of the circuit.

1) IR Drop: As shield mesh is composed of long metal
lines, it can have an impact on the IR drop when random bits
are updated on the mesh wires. Nevertheless, the mesh is not
continuously changing, since random bits are not updated at
every clock cycle. Actually, the random bits are changed only
when the lightweight block cipher has finished its computation.
For instance, in our case of study [10] where SIMON block
cipher is used, the random bits are put on the mesh for a
duration of 68 clock cycles. Moreover, we notice that, once
against, IR drop can be mitigated by a properly dimensioned
P/G (power/ground) network.

2) Inductive Coupling Phenomenon: Such inductive cou-
pling is created between the mesh and underneath metal layers.
In our case study [10] where the STMicroelectronics 65 nm
technology is used, there are a total of 7 metal layers and
the mesh is routed on the 7th metal layer. Therefore, the
inductive coupling is expected between 7th and 6th metal
layers. However, in any technology, the routing lines are
orthogonal between two consecutive metal levels in order to
comply with preferred routing directions. Therefore there is
no parallel lines between 7th and 6th metal layers hence no
inductive phenomenon.
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Fig. 3. Capacitive coupling of the active shield

3) Capacitive Coupling Phenomenon: The long lines of
shield mesh can create capacitive coupling with the routing
lines of the underneath metal layer. In our case study [10],
there exists a capacitive coupling between the mesh (on 7th
metal layer) and the routing lines on the 6th metal layer. The
Figure 3 presents the principle of capacitive coupling model
created by the shield mesh of n metal lines placed at 7th
metal layer. This figure illustrates the critical case where a
long routing line crosses the circuit at 6th metal layer (M6),
thereby creating n coupling capacitors. The Figure 4 presents
the corresponding electrical coupling model in this case. In this
model, Vi is the output of one logic gate and Vo is the input of
another logic gate of circuit. [V1,V2,...,Vn] is the voltage of
mesh lines. Their values depend to the random bits exchanged
between ALICE and BOB. Let C be the coupling capacitor
between one mesh line and the long routing line at M6, an
let R be the resistor of each part of long routing line at M6
with the shield lines at M7. This capacitive coupling impacts
the circuit as well statically as dynamically. In the static case,
the shield is deactivated and [V1,V2,...,Vn] are fixed. So the
mesh adds an extra capacitor to the circuit. It will slow down
signals exchanged on the M6 long wire. But in practice,
such static effect is not so important. In the dynamic case,
effects created by coupling capacitors are the most important.
They can be called “intentional crosstalk” [11], [12]. This
time, the value of [V1,V2,...,Vn] changes randomly hence
creating a jitter in signals exchanged at M6 layer. The best
case occurs when the potential of all lines of the shield go up
when the line in M6 also has a rising edge. On the contrary,
the worst case occurs when all the lines of the shield go
down when the long M6 line has a rising edge. To attest
this phenomenon, we perform SPICE simulation of our shield
mesh presented in [10]. The shield mesh is composed of 640
metal lines, each being 650 µm long. The coupling capacitor
C is approximatively equal to 1 fF and R = 0.5 Ω. The
Figure 5 presents the Spice simulation result. We notice that
the capacitive coupling impacts strongly the delay of driven
M6 signal. Specifically, the delay depends on the random bits
on the mesh. Therefore, the mesh creates a small albeit non-
zero dynamic impact on the critical part of the circuit hence
affecting security IP performance such as TRNG and PUF.

Now that the main factor of perturbation has been insulated
as capacitive coupling, we study experimentally to which
extend it should be considered harmful for IPs beneath the
shield mesh.

M7

V2 V3 Vn

M6

V1 V4

C C C C C

R R R R

Vi Vo

Fig. 4. Electrical coupling model created by shield mesh

Stimulus

Response at opposite

end of M6 long wire

all shield lines go down

all shield lines go up

random shield lines

Fig. 5. Spice simulation result for capacitive coupling

IV. CASE STUDY ON A TEST CHIP

To evaluate the proposed shield, we designed an ASIC using
CMOS065, the CMOS 65 nm technology from STMicroelec-
tronics. It includes the following IPs:
• 4 Arbiter & Loop Physical Unclonable Function (A-PUF

& L-PUF) [13];
• 2 Open-Loop True Random Number Generator

(TRNG) [14];
• 1 AES 128 bits with Hardware Trojan (HT) [15];
• 2 SRAM blocks;
• 1 Secure Clock;

all placed beneath the cryptographic active shield. The core
size is 560 µm × 560 µm. As detailed in [10], the area
of the shield logic is 19394.4 µm2, that is 9324 GE (Gate
Equivalents), and its power consumption is 7.01 mW.

In this section we focus on evaluating the impact of active
shield on SoC. We concentrate specifically on security IPs.

A. Impact of Active Shield on PUFs

Physical unclonable functions (PUFs) are used to gener-
ate the fringerprint of ICs or devices using the challenge-
response mechanism. They exploit the difference of physical
behavior between ICs created by process variations to generate
one unique response for each IC. Therefore PUF structures
are generally very sensible to environment changes such as
voltage, temperature, frequency, etc. In this section, we test
the impact of cryptographically active shield on two PUF
structures: SRAM PUF [16] and Loop PUF [13].
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1) Impact of Active Shied on SRAM PUF: Static Random
Access Memory (SRAM) is an integrated volatile memory
implemented in almost all integrated ICs. The SRAM initiali-
sation values can be used as a PUF [16]. We noticed that the
SRAM is immediately initialized when the circuit is powered
up. On the contrary, the active shield needs a configuration
step (clock activation, shield activation or shield key selection)
before operation. Consequently the active shield is always
operated after SRAM initialization. SRAM initialization state
is preserved when the active shield is active. Thus the shield
activity cannot modify the random initialization values of
SRAM. So the SRAM PUF is robust even in conjunction with
active shield integration. In conclusion, active shield has no
impact on the SRAM PUF.

2) Impact of Active Shield on Loop PUF: The loop PUF
is a delay based strong PUF presented by Cherif et al. [13].
Its structure is presented in Figure 6. It is composed of:
• A Ring-Oscillator Loop with N programmable delay

chains.
• A signal named “En signal” used to activate/deactivate

the Loop.
• A N bit challenge C used to configure the delay chains.
• A frequency measurement module.
The operation principle of the Loop PUF is as follows:
• Choose a pair of challenge C = (C1, ..., CN ) and C ′ =

(C ′1, ..., C
′
N ).

• Measure the oscillation frequency of each challenge fC
and fC′ .

• Compute the difference of frequency δf = fC − fC′ .
• Generate the bit output of Loop PUF depending on the

sign of δf . If δf > 0 then the output is ‘1’. Otherwise
the output is ‘0’.

To evaluate the impact of active shield on the Loop PUF,
we generated 10000 times the 63 bit response corresponding
to 63 pairs of challenges C and C ′ with and without activating
the active shield. The results of the 1st acquisition show that,
for the Loop PUF without shield activated, there are:
• 6 unstable bits amongst 63.
• The unstable bits correspond to challenge pairs number

1, 16, 41, 43, 44 & 52.
When the shield is activated, then the Loop PUF features:
• 3 unstable bits amongst 63.
• The unstable bits correspond to challenge pairs number

1, 16 & 44.
Therefore, apparently, the Loop PUF has slightly more

stable bits when the shield is activated. To better understand
the results, we acquired 10000 times the δf for each challenge
pair C and C ′ of Loop PUF with and without shield activated.
Then we compute the mean and standard variation of δf for
each challenge pair. Figure 7 (resp. Figure 8) shows the results
of the δf mean (resp. standard deviation) for all 63 Loop PUF
challenge pairs with and without shield in the 1st acquisition.
We notice that, for any challenge pair, the difference of
frequency mean is almost the same for the Loop PUF with
and without shield. Additionally, the standard deviation is
also very similar except for some challenge pairs (Challenge
pairs number 41, 43 and 52 for the 1st acquisition) where the

En_signal

measurement

Frequency

N

delay chain 2delay chain 1 delay chain N

Challenge C

CNC1 C2

Fig. 6. Structure of the Loop PUF
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Fig. 7. Difference of Frequency (δf ) Mean of Loop PUF for 63 challenges
over 10000 measurements each

standard deviation of Loop PUF without the shield activated is
much larger than the one with the shield. These results can be
accounted by the capacitive crosstalk phenomenon presented
in the previous section. The loop PUF is more reliable when
the shield is activated than when it is not.

In conclusion, the Loop PUF response for all challenge
pairs, without and with shield activated, are the same except
some challenge pairs where δf are biased by environmental
interferences. In reality, the shield has a tiny impact on δf
measurements. It is natural because the shield activity, when
the Loop PUF is configured with C and C ′, is not the same.
Figure 9 explains this phenomena. This figure shows the
distribution of frequency of Loop PUF for a challenge pair
C and C ′ over 10000 measurements. We noticed that when
the shield is activated, there is an important shift of fC and
fC′ . But the difference of frequency δf = fC − fC′ is almost
the same. Therefore, impact of the cryptographically secure
shield on Loop PUF structure is negligible.

B. Open-Loop TRNG

The Open-Loop TRNG is based on the difference of delays
δtDC = td−tc between data and clock of a D latch. If δtDC �
0 or δtDC � 0 then Q will be 0 or 1. However if δtDC ≈ 0
then the D latch is in a metastable state. Therefore, the main
idea of Open-Loop TRNG is to adjust delays on data and clock
to reduce the δtDC hence reaching the metastable state of the
D latch.

The complete structure of TRNG is presented in Figure 10.
It is composed of:
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• A set of 16 D latches;
• Two programmable coarse delay chains (CC1 and CC2)

and two programmable fine delay chains (FC1 and FC2).
These chains are used as programmable delays on the
data and clock lines of 16 latchs. They allow to control
precisely and finely data and clock delays.

For evaluating the shield impact on this TRNG, we com-
puted the randomness at all 16 D latch outputs with and
without activating the shield for all possible combinations of
4 coarse and fine delay chains. We also computed the random-
ness of the sum of 16 D latch outputs by xoring them together.
Figure 11 shows the results of this experiment. The x-axis is
the output of 16 D latch. The y-axis is the combination of 4

programmable coarse and fine delay chains. The probability
to have ‘1’ at all 16 D latch outputs is represented by colors.
We notice that the behavior of each latch output is different.
For example the output of latch number I5 is always ‘0’ for
all combinations of delay chains while the output of other
latchs can be always ‘1’, ‘0’ or unstable depending to the
combination of delay chains. The Figure 11 shows that the
Open Loop TRNG has more metastable state by adding all
latch outputs together (XOR output). The experimental results
also show that the Open-Loop TRNG with shield activated has
more metastable states than the one without active shield. This
seems reasonable, because the crosstalk created by the mesh
is random (SIMON is computed in CBC). Therefore it can
be considered as random noise for the TRNG. Moreover, the
control part of the shield will also add another noise source
for TRNG. So we can conclude that our shield has an positive
impact on the Open-Loop TRNG.

1

D

16

D

C C
Q Q

CLK

δt1

Clock coarse delay chain CC2

δt16

D-Latch chain

Data coarse delay chain CC1

d1

d2

Clock fine delay chain FC2

Data fine delay chain FC1

Fig. 10. Structure of the metastability-based TRNG

C. Impact of Active Shield on Secure Clock
The secure clock is an IP which aims at adding random

jitters in the clock cycles. Figure 12 presents the structure of
secure clock implemented in the ASIC. It is composed of:
• A set of 31 buffers to create different clock delays.
• A 31 to 1 multiplexer to select different clock delays.
• A random number generator (RNG) block used as mul-

tiplexer control signals which allows to randomly select
clock delays.

We test the impact of the shield on the secure clock by
measuring the maximal frequency of secure clock with and
without shield. In both cases, the maximal frequency of secure
clock is around 350 MHz. Therefore there is no impact of
active shield on the secure clock. Moreover, the crosstalk
created by the shield can add more random jitter on the secure
clock, which is beneficial security-wise.

D. Impact of Active Shield on Side-Channel Analysis
Side-Channel Analysis (SCA) is an attack which exploits

the information gained from the leakage of a physical im-
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Fig. 11. TRNG outputs probability to be equal to 1 (in %): (a) With active shield disabled. (b) With active shield active.
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Fig. 12. Secure clock structure

plementation of a cryptosystem, rather than by brute force
or exploitation of mathematical weaknesses in the algorithms
(i.e., cryptanalysis). The SCA can be simple or complex de-
pending on the target circuit. We perform the same SCA attack
using Correlation Power Analysis (CPA [17]) technique on the
AES with and without activating the shield. For the purpose
of the experiment, 200,000 ElectroMagnetic (EM) traces are
acquired for different plaintexts. The results show that for
AES without active shield, CPA is successful with around
115,000 EM traces. when shield is active, CPA is successful
with around 120,000 traces. For a better evaluation of shield’s
impact on SCA, we computed the Normalized Inter-Class
Variance (NICV) for detection of Side-Channel Leakage [18].
NICV allows to evaluate the leakage level of Side-Channel
traces. The NICV results are shown in Figure 13(b). We
notice that, EM traces of AES with active shield have less
leakage than those of AES without active shield. This result
can be easily accounted for: the shield activity provides an
additional noise on the EM traces hence reducing the Signal
Noise Ratio (which is proportional with the NICV value).
We also computed the guessing entropy for AES with and
without shield in Figure 13(a). The guessing entropy defines

TABLE I
SUMMARY OF SHIELD IMPACT ON PROTOTYPE ASIC

PUF TRNG Secure Clock EMA Critical Path
Active Shield + +++ + +++ - - -

the average rank of the good key depending on the number
of SCA traces. More details about guessing entropy can be
found in [19]. Figure 13(a) shows that the guessing entropy
of AES with active shield converges to 0 faster than AES
with deactivated shield. It means that the AES with the active
shield is more difficult to break than the one without active
shield. Therefore, the active shield has a positive impact on
the cryptographic IPs against SCA attacks.

E. Impact of Active Shield on the IC Critical Path
The critical path is defined as the path between an input

and an output with the maximum delay. It is an important
criteria of integrated circuits, which determines their maximum
operating frequency. Therefore, we evaluate the shield impact
on the critical path of some IPs. The experiment is performed
on Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) 128 bit IP, which
is slow (the critical path is long). We measured the maximum
frequency of AES with and without activating the active shield.
For the AES without the shield, its maximum frequency is
around 300 MHz. For the AES with the shield, its maximum
frequency is around 270 MHz. Therefore, when the shield is
activated, the critical path delay is increased by 10%.

The Table I summarizes of shield impacts on the test chip.

V. CONCLUSION

In this article, we have presented a new cryptographically-
secure active shield architecture. This shield, based on a
lightweight lightweight block cipher, ensures hardware secu-
rity against probing and FIB attacks. Still, we identify that the
shield has a capacitive impact on the IPs it covers.
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Fig. 13. (a) Guessing Entropy computation for AES with activated/deactivate shield. (b) NICV computation for AES with activated/deactivate shield.

A characterization on the fabricated ASIC shows that the
critical path delay is increased by no more than 10% because
of extra capacitive load added by the active shield. Several
tests are also performed to evaluate the impact of the active
shield on other security aspects. The results demonstrate that
active shield has a positive impact against the SCA analyses:
the noise added by active shield increases the number of traces
needed for a successful SCA attack. The test on Loop PUF
shows that active shield has also no (or even a slightly positive)
impact on the Loop PUF. The results of test on the Open-Loop
TRNG shown that the active shield has a positive impact on
the delay TRNG. The active shield, which can be consider
as a random noise, improves the TRNG entropy. The same
conclusion applies to the secure clock. So, in conclusion, not
only the shield protects against attacks aiming at modifying
and probing at the circuit beneath its mesh, but it also has
a positive impact on PUF, TRNG, secure-clock, and SCA
resistance. In summary, the only drawback is a slight decrease
of the maximal operating frequency for the IPs it covers.
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